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An Explanation of  How They Work
Philip W. Kuchel

Overview
The independent seconds watch, with two mainsprings and two
wheel trains, was a late eighteenth-century invention. The
mechanism evolved into one that drove a small hand that
jumped every quarter second in a subsidiary dial of  the watch.
Combined with a mechanism running two sweep seconds
hands, and having these independently stoppable while the
main train kept running (the split-seconds or rattrapante system),
required several additional technical master-strokes. Few
detailed descriptions of  the jump quarter-seconds mechanism
exist; some of  those (e.g., De Carle1) are short on detail. 
Lecoultre2 seems to be one of  the few that describes the system
in any detail, so I set out to expand on the information base
with some personal observations.

Introduction
If  a tourbillon watch grabs your attention by its whirling action
(and price!), then you will be even more unsettled by the frenzy
of  a Jaeger LeCoultre Duometre wrist watch, with its small
hand that rotates once a second in a subsidiary dial, in six
jumps3. In French the complication is called seconde foudroyante
(lightning seconds), in German the same meaning, Blitzende
Sekunde, and in Italian diavoletto (little devil). Despite their tech-
nical complexity such watches are not new; in fact the idea of
having two interacting wheel trains was introduced as the jump-
or dead-beat seconds watch in 1776, by Jean-Moïse Pouzait of
Switzerland. Baillie says he ‘Invented in 1776 an independent
sweep secs. mechanism, with auxiliary train and mainspring. It
was largely used till late 19c’.4 Chamberlain5 misspells his name
but cites 1886 as the year in which Pouzait presented, to the
local Society of  Arts, a model of  the lever escapement that he
had allegedly invented independently of  Thomas Mudge in
England. So Monsieur Pouzait was clearly a well-known horo-
logical innovator in his day. Berner6 supports Baillie’s claim of
the year of  Pouzait’s birth as 1743 (Geneva), and death in 1793.
He also goes on to state that Pouzait directed the first school at
Geneva for apprentices in watchmaking, the École d’Horlogerie de
Genève. The invention of  the dead-beat seconds watch is stated
on a web site to be ‘one of  the most important inventions of
18th century watchmaking’7. Even if  this claim is debatable,
given such a high accolade, what has happened to the watches
with this mechanism? Why are they so relatively rare if  they
were considered to be so ground-breaking?
In the late eighteenth century the demand for accurate time

keeping would have been driven by the emergence of  experi-
mental science, and documenting performance in competitive
sports such as horse racing. Having a watch hand that jumps
between full seconds allows less ambiguous reading of  elapsed
time; and the ability to stop the motion of  one seconds hand

while the other keeps going enabled the measurement of  the
time interval between events; this is the so called ‘split-seconds’
feature. This is different from ‘splitting the second’ that became
possible with a modification of  Pouzait’s mechanism to include
the jump quarter-seconds hand and dial; and in other move-
ments we encounter jump fifths-, or as for the modern
Doumetre movement noted above, jump sixths-seconds3.

Examples from a Major Swiss Watchmaking Family 
I have in my collection four jump quarter-seconds pocket
watches, all made by members of  the same family, the
Huguenins of  Le Locle and later of  Geneva. The oldest (circa
1860) and in many respects the most interesting because it is
the precursor of  the rest, is shown in Figure 1. Just the move-
ment was purchased in 2013 on eBay and I custom-made a
wristwatch case from brass, which I had gold plated. The trans-
parent cuvette inside a jointed cover in the back is for ease of

Figure 1. Rear view of a ‘marriage’ wristwatch constructed from a pocket
watch movement made by Adolphe Huguenin in Le Locle, circa 1860.
The movement has two separate main barrels, and the train wheels are
made from a gold alloy. On the right is a conventional going train with a
balance that beats at 14,400 bph. The independent seconds/jump
quarter-seconds train is on the right.

Independent-Train Watches 
and Jump Quarter-Seconds
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inspecting the movement. The two mainspring barrels and their
wheel trains (made from a gold alloy) give the movement an
appealing quasi-bilateral symmetry. The going train of  five
wheels is on the right and has a fully-jewelled lever escapement
with a cut bimetallic balance. The jump quarter–seconds train
of  six wheels (the last being the special flirt assembly; more on
this below) is on the left, driven by a mainspring in a smaller
barrel than for the going train. The central bridge carries the
engraved name and town ‘A. Huguenin & Sons Locle’.
Pritchard8 has six pages devoted to this highly-regarded dynasty
of  watchmakers that today continues as a medal maker in Le
Locle. The watchmaking activity was taken over by Hamilton
in the USA in 1956, and in due course it became part of  the
Swatch Group.
Figure 2 shows the finely-executed enamel dial of  the re-

cased watch with its jump sweep-seconds hand, Breguet hour
and minute hands (the latter creatively repaired), and a sunken
quarter-seconds dial and hand. The push piece at 12 o’clock
on the outside of  the case is to stop and start the sweep and the
jump quarter–seconds hands.

Caveat Emptor
As with any purchase of  old watch movements on eBay it
requires ‘keeping one’s eyes wide open’(!) and being ready to
make repairs. On arrival, the key-wound and set movement
had: 1) a badly-bent second wheel in the jump-seconds train,
but this was readily straightened; 2) a broken mainspring in the
jump-seconds train that was replaced by one from a second
much cheaper unsigned (almost certainly Huguenin) movement
that also provided the sweep-seconds hand; 3) missing Maltese
crosses9,10 on the stop work of  each spring barrel that were also
transferred from the previously-mentioned movement; 4) a

screw in the barrel bridge of  the going train that was broken
off  in the main plate. This was repaired by mounting the main
plate, plus the bridge with a steel guide bushing in the sink for
the screw-head, in the removable mandrel plate of  my 6mm
Lorch-Schmidt watchmakers lathe, Figure 3. A 0.35 mm tung-
sten carbide twist drill, set up in the Jacot accessory with drilling
lantern in the tailstock10, readily removed the embedded screw;
and a new one was found in my watch-screw tin. Finally, 5) the
arbor of  the jump quarter–seconds hand was bent, and pitted
near the jewel. It soon broke off  so I set about making the
repair. In the process of  doing this I became very familiar with
the subtleties of  the operation of  this interesting mechanism.

Jump Quarter-Seconds Mechanism
While the layout of  these mechanisms obviously differs between
makers the operational requirements are the same. A stop-start
push piece in the case actuates a ratchet wheel that alternately
makes a braking arm interrupt or release the motion of  a
special wheel (the flirt) that interacts with the going train2.
Figure 4 shows the wheels, lever and pawl on the dial side of
the main plate of  the watch in Figures 1–3. The various items
are: 1) the two Geneva stop work systems with the replacement
Maltese crosses on the floating barrels; 2) at the 12 o’clock posi-
tion a 14-tooth ratchet wheel on which the under surfaces of
alternate teeth are chamfered, so that the chamfered braking
arm is alternately displaced toward and away from the jumping-
seconds flirt; 3) a jumper that brings about the abrupt motion
of  the ratchet wheel; 4) a pump lever that when depressed, by
the stop-start push-piece (noted above) advances the ratchet
wheel one tooth at a time, via the articulated pawl at its tip; 5)

Figure 2. Dial side of the watch shown in Figure 1, with a two-piece
enamel dial and a secondary jump quarter-seconds dial and hand.

Figure 3. Main plate of the movement shown in Figure 1. It was mounted
on the mandrel plate of a 6 mm Lorch-Schmidt lathe so that a screw that
was broken off in the main plate could be drilled out by using a 0.35 mm
tungsten carbide twist drill guided by a Jacot ‘lantern runner’/drilling plate
in the tailstock. 
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motion work driven from the second wheel of  the going train,
via two wheels of  equal size to the cannon pinion/wheel, and
supported by a long cock; and 6) at the 3 o’clock position the
four-tine star wheel whose tines can be obstructed in their 
rotation by the braking arm, thus stopping the independent-
seconds train. The cock with its jewel supporting the pivot of
the flirt arbor was removed to expose the flirt system for the 
photograph.

The Flirt
The four-tine star wheel is rigidly mounted on the arbor that
has another similar wheel of  smaller diameter loosely fitted just
beneath it and above a six-leaf  pinion. This second star wheel
I refer to as a flirt, but this terminology needs some justification:
Britten9 says a flirt is ‘A lever or other device for causing sudden
movement in a mechanism. In an independent centre-seconds
watch the revolving arm on the last arbor of  the independent
train...’. If  there were just one tine the description would unam-
biguously be a flirt. However with  four tines is this star wheel
still called a flirt? Such splitting of  definitional hairs is not aided
by Lecoultre’s description of  the mechanism as he does not use
distinctive names for the components. In this device there are
two similar four-tine star wheels fitted to the same arbor: one is
fixed and the other moves freely upon it (but the extent of
motion is restricted by a post; more on this below). Therefore,
in the interests of  clarity in the following descriptions I call the
fixed one the ‘star wheel’, and the loosely fitting one the ‘flirt’.
Figure 5a shows the flirt assembly after the 0.35mm diam-

eter hardened steel arbor had been held in a collet in the lathe
and drilled with a 0.25mm tungsten carbide twist drill. Figure
5b is another view of  the drilled arbor ready to receive a new
pivot and extended arbor for the jump quarter–seconds hand.

Alternative Arrangement of the Flirt
In another of  my four Huguenin watches (one by Jules
Huguenin Dz, Locle) the order of  the four-tine star and 
four-tine flirt wheels on the arbor is swapped. Figure 6 shows
this alternative arrangement that of  necessity requires a collar
on the arbor to retain the loose-fitting flirt. The image also
shows the all-important post on the four-tine star wheel, which
interacts with two of  the tines on the flirt, restricting its extent

of  free rotation to about 60°. Because the action of  the 
mechanism is a little easier to visualise with this arrangement it
was the one chosen to illustrate the overall action of  the system.

Explanation of the Mechanism
The quintessence of  the independent seconds mechanism is the
separately-powered seconds-indication train that precisely 
interacts with the going train under push-piece control. This
interaction is via the flirt assembly that is depicted schematically
in Figure 7, and an auxiliary wheel mounted on the escape
wheel arbor. The figure of  the flirt assembly is fully annotated
so the various features are not separately listed here. 
The flirt arbor is the sixth in the seconds-indication train,

with its six-leaf  pinion driven by the fifth wheel that is 
pivoted between jewels in the main plate and the central bridge.
Figure 8 shows the relative disposition of  the 15-tooth (club
tooth) escape wheel9,10, the six-leaf  pinion that is driven by the
fourth wheel of  the going train, and the auxiliary 30-tooth
wheel with its triangular teeth.
Two adjacent tines of  the flirt span a little more than one

tooth of  the auxiliary 30-tooth wheel. Therefore, when both
wheel trains are turning under power (the escape wheel is going
clockwise when viewed from below in Figure 8) a tine of  the
flirt rests on the one of  the auxiliary wheel’s acting tooth-faces.
As the escape arbor rotates, the situation in Figure 8 eventuates:
the tine of  the flirt escapes from the auxiliary wheel, and the
next tine jumps forward to the acting face of  the next tooth in
the sequence. Thus, for each revolution of  the escape arbor, 30
quarter-rotations of  the flirt take place. Since the balance oscil-
lates at 14,400 bph, the escape wheel rotates once in 15/2 =
7.5 s. For each rotation of  the escape wheel the flirt goes around
30/4 = 7.5 times, so the flirt arbor rotates once per second in
four jumps.

Figure 4. Main plate and its various attachments on the
dial side of the movement.

Figure 5. Flirt assembly of the watch. a: a 0.25 mm hole has been drilled
in the arbor ready for a new pivot and hand arbor. b: Top view of the
drilled arbor of the flirt assembly, with the four-tine star wheel used in the
stopping mechanism, and beneath it the flirt that is a loose fit on the arbor.

Figure 6. Flirt assembly
of another Huguenin
jump quarter-seconds
watch; this one was
made by Jules Huguenin
Dz of Le Locle. Note the
reverse order of the
four-tine star wheel and
the flirt compared with
that in Figure 5. There
are no functional
differences between the
two layouts.
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The independent-seconds wheel train has the following tooth
count: 80:10-75:10-60:8-48:6-flirt. Since the flirt rotates 
once per second the third arbor in the train that carries the
sweep-seconds hand rotates at 6/48 × 8/60 = 1/60th of  the
flirt rate; thus the seconds hand passes across a seconds-interval
on the sweep-dial in four dead-beat jumps. 
The going train tooth count is 80:10-80:10-75:10-56:7-15

which implies that the train ratio from the second wheel to the
escape wheel is (80/10) × (75/10) × (56/7) × 15 = 7200; hence
two escape-wheel teeth escape per second. In other words this
is a 2 Hz or 14,400 bph movement, as noted above.

Stop Watch
When the independent seconds train is running, pressing the
stop-start push-piece causes the end of  the braking arm to
impede the following tine of  the rotating star wheel on the flirt
arbor. Because the flirt is a loose fit on its arbor the next tooth
of  the auxiliary 30-tooth wheel nudges the tine out of  the way
leaving the escape arbor free to rotate; thus the stopped inde-
pendent train does not interfere with the going train. Pressing
the stop-start push-piece again withdraws the brake and allows
the flirt to rotate with the tine adjacent to the auxiliary wheel
catching up with the nearest tooth; thus the cycle of  events is
repeated. 
Figure 10 is a close-up image of  the movement of  the watch

shown in Figures 2–5, showing the flirt interacting with the
auxiliary wheel on the escape arbor; closest to the viewer is the
four-tine star wheel that interacts with the stop-start braking
arm making this a stop watch. It may not be immediately
obvious why two star wheels are needed (a fixed star wheel for
stopping, and a loose, flirt star wheel for interacting with the
auxiliary wheel on the escape arbor). Clearly the system would
work with a single, fixed, star. However, to prevent the whole
watch from stopping when the independent train is stopped,the
fixed star has to be locked with its tines out of  the path of  the
auxiliary wheel; this would leave the independent hand stopped
half-way between marks on the dial. The two-star system allows
the fixed one to be locked with the hand in correct alignment.
The drive is taken up by the post and floating star when the
independent train is next released.
This simplest of  independent seconds/jump quarter-seconds

mechanisms clearly has no fly-back (return to zero) facility. This
was a later development, as was the addition of  another sweep
seconds hand.

Complications and Evolution to Stem Wind
Figure 11 shows a fine example and high point in the devel-
opment of  the jump quarter-seconds watch. Note: 1) the stem
wind; 2) fly-back heart on the centre arbor (there is a second
one behind the dial making this a split-seconds movement); 3)
seven raised, screwed-in gold chatons retaining large jewels; 4)
German silver cocks, main plate and bridges with fine spotting
in the escapement sink; and 5) the engraved name, Léopold
Huguenin, Locle. 
This is a marriage watch that unashamedly sets out to expose

the beautiful former pocket watch movement to view through
a mineral glass in the back of  what has become a 
wristwatch. The case is gold plated and the original three-part

Figure 7. Graphical
representation of the flirt
assembly shown in Figure 6. The
annotation identifies the main
components. The drawing was
made using Google SketchUp.

Figure 8. Underside of the flirt assembly alongside the auxiliary wheel on
the escape arbor. This is the site of interaction between the going train
and the independent seconds train.

Figure 9. The escape of one of the tines on the flirt has just taken place off
one of the teeth of the auxiliary wheel. Note the post on the four-tine star
wheel pushing the flirt forward, in the clockwise direction. The next tine on
the flirt jumps forward to engage with the acting surface of the next tooth
along, on the auxiliary wheel.

Figure 10. Magnified view
of the flirt and auxiliary
wheel in the watch by A.
Huguenin & Sons (Figures
1–5), with the repaired
jump quarter-seconds arbor
in the jewel hole.
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enamel dial and Breguet hands are seen through a domed
mineral glass, Figure 12. The push-piece on the left, between
the upper lugs of  the case, sequentially starts, stops, and resets-
to-zero both the sweep-seconds hands, but not the jump
quarter-seconds hand. The right push-piece alternately stops
the lower of  the sweep-seconds hands, and a second depression
causes the hand to catch up with the other one, whether or not
the other hand is moving or has been stopped. This split-
seconds system is much vaunted in high-end chronographs
today (e.g., Ref. 3).

Conclusions
The independent-seconds/jump quarter-seconds watch mech-
anism is a technically elegant one. Even though the basic idea
is 240 years old it can still enchant horological enthusiasts who
can indulge their passion for a new edition with a Jaeger
LeCoultre Duometre wristwatch. The resurrection of  nine-
teenth-century pocket watch masterpieces (the cases of  which
were probably sold for their bullion value) to make them func-
tion again and exposed to admiration via clear casebacks in
marriage wristwatches is an interesting development. This is
especially true since it is acceptable fashion today to sport large
wristwatches. 
The chronograph system based on a column wheel has

become the favoured one for stopwatches and split-seconds
chronographs. These potentially deliver timekeeping resolution
below one-tenth of  a second, as opposed to the quarter-second
display of  the Huguenin watches described here. They are 
reliable and do not require the independent seconds wheel
train; but they do not have that bewitching, ‘frenetic jumping
flea’ in the subsidiary dial! 

Footnote
It is interesting to consider the analogy with master-slave clock
systems such as those of  Rudd, the Earl of  Meath, Shortt,
O’Leary, and Woodward etc. In these, the master pendulum
controls the frequency of  the timekeeper and nominally does
no work while the slave is kept in synchrony by a feedback loop
from the master pendulum. The slave does all the work of  time
indication and in some cases closes electrical contacts to signal
to other slaves. In the independent seconds movement the
‘heavy work’ of  moving the sweep seconds hand(s) and whirling
around the jump quarter-seconds hand is done by a separate
mainspring and wheel train. This separate train interacts with
and has its going rate determined by the master oscillator whose
train only has to drive the much less energy-demanding 
indication of  minutes and hours.
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Figure 11. Rear view of jump quarter-seconds wristwatch
constructed from a pocket watch movement made by Léopold
Huguenin of Le Locle around 1880. This is a ‘marriage watch’
assembled by Wandolec in Kiev and purchased via eBay. The
rattrapante operates impeccably.

Figure 12. Dial view of the watch in Figure 11.


